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01/23/2012 02:12:05 PM     Subject: Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Mimi Will

Messages: 42
Location: Bay Area

In Wk 3 as we learn more about search engine optimization (SEO) and search engine marketing (SEM), let's review some of the
resources out there and see if we want to add them to our 'must read' weeklies. 

Please pick one of these to explore and tell us what's good/useful there and why we might use it.  More than one Classmate can pick
an item below -- your various viewpoints, info thought- points and examples are always welcome!

1. Brick Marketing is  full-service SEO and SEM Company from Boston.  See how they organize their website to both tell/sell their
services and also provide useful info on SEO and SEM.

http://www.brickmarketing.com/

Click on SEO RESOURCES on the dark green strip at the upper right and on SEO Newsletter (simple web page, lots of deeper links
that tell about their company/services while providing newsletter info)

2.   Bruce Clay, Inc., SEO Newsletter (--who is Bruce Clay?) 

http://www.bruceclay.com/     (nice diagram on opening page!)

- Notice there is an ETHICS link in the top right, under the search box....read it? 
- What do the SEO, PPC, Analytics, CRO, SMM, and Design icon links contain?

3. SEO Fast Start website at:   http://www.seofaststart.com/

While you have to register to download the book, the book's topics are listed on the left-side frame as 6 chapters/steps, which
you CAN open for free (such a deal!).

-- What did you find here that you didn't see reading our text Book 2 about SEO?

4.  SEO Training DoJo: SEO Newsletter - a little casual/chatsy/bloggy, but does have a newsletter archive

http://seotrainingdojo.com/seo-newsletter.html

Please number and Post Reply

 

01/24/2012 12:45:43 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Carole Wang

Last edited: 01/24/2012
12:44:53 PM
Messages: 6

1) Brick Marketing is a great website. I am a visual person so I don't like to see a lot of words on home page. The cute penguin with
a circle made you want to read more to find for their services.All their services are clearly categorized  so as a consumer you can just
read the home page and understand their services. Click on the top bar and all the information dropped down. I have bookmarked the
page so I can study more.

 

01/24/2012 09:28:47 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Katherine Mount

Messages: 7
Location: Santa Clara, CA

2.   Bruce Clay, Inc., Ethics: A doctor takes the Hippocratic Oath, a priest will take the Clergy Commitment Pledge, the President takes the Oath of

Affirmation, Gangsters take an Oath of Brotherhood by ‘street code’, an in the world surrounded by web pages and viruses, those known as SEO

practitioners take on Oath of Ethics in cyber world.  The use of ethics over the internet would be wonderful to believe in but not very realistic; which is why

‘hackers’ exist.  When dealing with business, in any subject, I believe when an agreement is verbally made and place trust into the agreement, I

assume/hope they have the same ethics, morals and values I have.  I want to believe I would receive results I am investing in.  For me, the Oath of Ethics

is the similar the Mission Statement for my employer.  The statement, a short summary, is a commitment by the business and its purpose in supporting the

customer.  Having the Oath of Ethics posted on the web site on the home page shows how important the commitment is between the company and

client/customer(s) and made me feel there was a higher level of security if going into a business agreement/contract with them.

Katherine Mount
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01/24/2012 10:35:11 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Ashley Eisele

Last edited: 01/24/2012
10:56:20 PM
Messages: 4

(Blerg. I wrote a big chunk of my response, but it disappeared when I hit the backspace button to correct a mistake- only to be sent
back to the Discussion page! Anyone else have that happen? Should write in Word I guess...)

2) Bruce Clay, Inc.

I agree with Mimi that the graphics on this page are a strength, though they do give the impression that the services provided on the
page may be expensive (like a business with a fancy office). I am a big fan of simple visual communication supported by concise text.
I would consider a similar approach on my page.

 
SEO contains info about tutorials, training, tools, rates, and the website's blog. The services are broken down in to professional SEO
services, analytics, consulting (including for small business, and even something called Localware, which raised my curiosity. Basically,
they've got all the services covered. even the ones that require the invention of new words (though I guess my Oaklandish shirt is
Localware, right?).

PPC The same goes for their pay-per-click advertising management services, though this seems a little more straightforward than the
SEO services.

Analytics Uses the same structure for the info as above, with some great pointers and reasons why analytics maters (plus another
cool diagram)

The CRO, SMM and Design links all offer the same range of info as well. I like the parallel structure of the layout from tab to tab. Of
these three, the web design one seemed like a little much, just based on the sheer amount of things they are already pitching, though
clearly they have a good designer.

I got a popup offering a quote while I was browsing (after a substantial time on the site). Was surprising, but not too obtrusive.
Overall, a slick operation.

I read the ethics statement, and I appreciate the gesture of giving it good real estate on the page, and that it is personal rather than
lofty. It set a hope/ expectation without being (too) preachy. Overall, much better than a generic honor code or mission statement.

 

01/24/2012 10:58:28 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Tzivia Gettinger

Messages: 6

<p>1. Brick Marketing</p> <p>The Brick Marketing website is clear and nicely formatted. It advertises its purpose without being
overwhelming. Like it was mentioned, the green bar on top provides a clear guide to the website.</p> <p>The newsletters are
extremely clear and full of useful information. The newsletters contain many links to important events and information. The newsletter
archives encourage you to subscribe. There is a direct like to do so right near the newsletter archive.</p>

 

01/24/2012 11:18:38 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Johan Ruiz

Messages: 7

(1) The site, while sparsely filled, offers a wealth of information when pertaining to SEO and performance marketing. Digging around
the website, I found interesting that offer a service that combines SEO with social media. As explained, combining the two platforms is
increasingly important and offers cross-promotional opportunities that would be missed were the two marketing teams not working
cooperatively. The interdependence of these two "distinct" marketing platforms stand at the epicenter of the media universe and will
eventually converge as more people interact with the internet from their mobile devices.

 

01/25/2012 02:04:42 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources   
Martha Raup

Messages: 25
Location: San Francisco

I downloaded the SEOFastStart booklet (almost 100 pages) from this link: http://dant-linkliberation.s3.amazonaws.com
/SEOFS2009.zip that I found on this page, way at the bottom: http://www.seofaststart.com/download SO - I got the download without
registering, which is a big plus in my book. The paper is from 2009, so may seem out-of-date. For my (our?) purposes, that doesn't
matter, because it has plenty in here that IS still in current use. What I like most of all is the easy visual layout. It has a title page that
illustrates the course of the booklet: Down the left side are the titles of 6 of the 9 chapters. On each row to the right are a breakdown
of the steps to take to master that chapter's goal. I've only read the first two, introductory chapters so far, but found them
well-written, informative, and easy-to-read. Chapter 2, How Search Engines Work, is particularly enlightening.
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 Filename SEOFastStart2009.gif
 Description

Martha

    

01/25/2012 03:57:53 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Mikiko Murdock

Last edited: 01/26/2012
11:47:54 AM
Messages: 15
Location: San Carlos

Out of the four SEO consulting sites, I liked Bruce Clay’s site most.  The reasons why I like it best are;

Ithasaverypleasinganduser-friendlyUIwithasimplebutwell-designedlayoutandavividcolorscheme,andlookslikeitisreallyup-to-datewiththecutting

edgeSEOtechnologies.Theirpageonthesitedesignisveryeducational.

The content is organized very well
The fact that this site addresses “ethics” of SEO – it’s highly important to keep the code of ethics in perspective.  Also, by
reading this page, the visitors can sense that the company is trustworthy and that they won’t do things that put their clients in
the legal predicament.   When you see this page, you feel you can really trust this company.
The contact info is in the right quadrant where our eyes go when the page opens, offering the phone number for the human
interface as well as the online quote app ready for the visitors to take action
Every page of this site educates the visitors on the topic in detail without any sales pitch.  By the time you finish reading a page,
visitors are naturally convinced that this is the right company for the job.

From navigating through the site, I was unable to find out who Bruce Clay is.  This SEO firm boasts a very impressive list of clientele
that really displays how credible and competent the business is.  But the firm also offers SMB package that will meet the needs of the
most of the small to medium size web business owners.

BTW, I recently received an invitation to attend an SEO webinar by Jason McDonald of JM Internet Group (http://www.jm-seo.org/),
and wanted to share some info on this.

His site offers a wealth of information and resources.  As he teaches in the San Francisco Bay Area at AcademyX, DeVry, and Stanford
University (Continuing Studies), he provides many free webinars and tutorials online.   While his site offers broader subjects of the
internet, it covers SEO extensively and his training on the SEO tools is in-depth, practical, and highly useful.  I highly recommend this
site to be reviewed by this class.

Miki

  

01/25/2012 05:53:43 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
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Matthew Flynn

Messages: 6
Location: Sunnyvale , CA

I can't say why, but I like brickmarketing,.com.   It's probably the penguins with a circle.

Note to self; simple geometry layered on cute stuff is a good visual draw.

Also, under SEO Resources there is a glossary that was useful for basic terms.

 

http://www.brickmarketing.com/website-marketing-definition-glossary.htm

 

There was comment in the book about testing how good a SEO is by searching for them in their home town. If they don’t rank high in a
local search, they may not be very good.

 

So, to test brick marketing, I searched Google and Bing for:

boston seo expert

 

http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=boston+seo+experts&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

 

Brick Marketing shows up in the top page, which is a good sign.

 

http://www.bing.com/search?q=boston+seo+experts&go=&qs=bs&form=QBRE

 

The same search on Bing had the link on the first page, but on the bottom.

He must have optimized for Google rather than Bing.

  

01/25/2012 07:34:04 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Niki Stone

Messages: 6
Location: IE & SJ

I took a look around all the SEO websites listed and decided to further browse & write about BruceClay.Com. This website was the
most up to date and very easy to navigate. There are so many useful tools, resources and tutorials on here. I did think it was weird
when I clicked on find out more about Bruce Clay that it takes you to a deleted Wikipedia page. Bruce Clay, INC actually created the
SEO code of ethics which is a collection of of 12 "oaths" SEO practitioners use to maintain ethics (these are found on the ethics link
under the search box). I liked the variety of information on this website and will be adding it to my frequently visited websites I read
weekly.

dolly DOOM

     

01/26/2012 12:14:56 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Michael Hanna

Messages: 24

1. Brick Marketing is  full-service SEO and SEM Company from Boston.  See how they organize their website to both tell/sell their
services and also provide useful info on SEO and SEM.

Overall, the site is pretty nicely laid out.  It is very
readable.  Most pages have multiple articles, each outlined
in a nice black box with a bold, readable headline.  Many of
the articles have a picture or a graphic; gotta love the
photo of the woman ready to tear her hair out in
frustration. :-)  The articles are nicely organized too,
though unfortunately the content seemed to have rather a lot
of 'fluff.'  (Our 'For Dummies' text has more specifics than
most of the articles on this site.)

One thing that bugged me is that the name of the site in its
Firefox tab is 'Boston Internet...' whereas the actual name
of the company is 'Brick Marketing.'  This made it a little
frustrating to find the right tab again.

The 'SEO Resources' page didn't impress me as much as I had
hoped.  The 'SEO Journal' choice dumped a popup in my face,
causing me to hit the 'Back' button immediately.  The
newsletter archive was okay, but again the articles didn't
really have that much content.  I couldn't judge the white
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papers, since I wasn't willing to provide a whole dossier of
personal information to get one.  (I'm surprised they didn't
ask for my Social Security and bank account numbers while
they were at it.)  Overall, a pretty nice-looking and
easy-to-use site, but a little lighter on content than it
looked from my initial impression.

For what it's worth, I note that Bruce Clay's site gave me a
page that said

Error:

Show Details Please show details if you are submitting a bug report or taking a screenshot. It helps in tracking down errors.

I'm guessing that this is because I don't allow cookies by
default.

 

01/26/2012 12:41:16 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
David Lis

Last edited: 01/26/2012
01:02:16 PM
Messages: 7

The Brick Marketing site looked crisp and clean.  After going through all the pull down menus I got the feeling that this was a site for
medium and large business and not the small guy.  Without asking, I would assume this would be an extensive endeavor, even though
they talk about SEO for local dentists, doctors, auto dealers, etc.  

 

Then I went over to Bruce Clay and I felt more at home.  It seemed more user friendly.  It did not have those sales boxes on the left
side of each page and the text was easier to read.

 

Then you look at their clients they both have some really big hitters.

My question is -  where would you feel more comfortable?  Would you use any of these site for help?

 

SEOFastStart – This was totally different.  This was a training site and he explained it nicely in his video. 

 

01/27/2012 01:06:34 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Ellen Wong

Messages: 8
4. SEO Training Dojo is very different from the other three sites. I agree with Mimi that it is a little casual/bloggy, but I think its purpose
is slightly different from the others. SEO Training Dojo isn’t a company looking to capture more of the market for SEO clients, but is
rather a Web site where professionals, companies, clients, and people who are simply interested in SEO can come together to share
knowledge and interact. There is even a Market Place forum for discussions relating to SEO. Clients can post to search for SEO company
leads; SEO companies can find interesting individuals to hire for work.

I like the set up of the Web site. Having the Newsletter in a blog format is a personal preference of mine. I can catch up on newer issues
and browse as far back as I’d like without having to sign up for daily/weekly emails that I end up ignoring. Also, I can see the Dojo’s
Video and Resource Libraries coming handy. They put up relevant videos categorized by Featured, Most Viewed This Month, Being
Watched Now, and Recent Videos.

 

01/27/2012 11:02:50 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Renu Virdi

Messages: 9
Location: Palo Alto, CA

It is great to know that there are so many SEO resources.

All of these sites provide a wealth of information and I really liked the content in all of them. However, the names of these
organizations/websites affected me so here are my comments on the names:

1) "Brick Marketing" - The word "Brick" kept bugging me. The company may be doing promotion of "Brick and Mortar" businesses but it
is much more than that and the name somehow creates a parameter that is not there. Perhaps it is just me. The site and the content
were great! 

2) Bruce Clay, Inc - The full name of a person really disrupts the enterprise quality of the organization for me. In my mind just the
First or the Last name is Ok but the full name is limiting the company's potential. At some level there will be people who will not want
to work for a one person company and the future of the company has to be addressed at some point. Again the site and the content
were great!

3) SEO Fast Start - great information but the first thing you get is "Plan B". It might be innovative but I am looking for Plan A first.
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4) SEO Training DOJO - I had to look up exactly what DOJO meant but the word is popular so it is great for the name.

Just my thoughts!

 

  

01/27/2012 08:09:40 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Kentrell Davis

Last edited: 01/28/2012
08:20:28 AM
Messages: 4
Location: Oakland, Ca

2.   Bruce Clay, Inc., SEO Newsletter

Who was Bruce Clay? I don't know who Bruce Clay is but I can definitely say that his incorporation has blown up to be a major one.
The Bruce Clay Incorporated is a global marketing solution company, and let's not forget very accredited company as well. it seems to
me that the company is well established with clients from all sizes including big-name corporations. I think that this site has a lot of
useful information even if you don't consider them for your SEO solutions. I think that they give a lot of insight into what's going on
especially in their field of expertise. Looking around the site and check and also the blog entries is clear to me that this company is not
only useful, resourceful, and alert they are also keen on keeping their reputation including their products and services at a level that
surpasses the others, and that to me is more appealing than a stupid flash enabled banner saying we can make you millions.

 

01/28/2012 08:26:01 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 3: SEO Resources  
Mimi Will

Last edited: 01/28/2012
08:43:04 AM
Messages: 42
Location: Bay Area

Trell and All, there are many ways one can 'check up' on somebody on the Net -- and they SHOULD, especially if they are hiring
somebody or determining credibility of a company or person.

If you Google 'who is Bruce Clay' one of the links is at:

http://www.bruceclay.com/aboutus.htm

Check out August 2008 INC magazine.  His company has been around since 1996 and is exhibiting at SES 12 in Chicago in November. 
He is co-author of 'Search Engine Optimization for Dummies' book by Wiley.

 -- Anybody find out what his background was before then?

Many companies who hire somebody can also use LinkedIn, Facebook, and other online archives to dig up somebody's credentials and
experience.  This can be a problem when anybody can post anything, anytime on the Web, and there are privacy concerns in the
media constantly.  For example, when you have a 'common name' like 'Joe Smith' and there are 50 people with the same name, how
does one really 'know' which one is the 'real thing'?

So, who IS Bruce Clay and how did he start out and how did he 'make a name' for himself over the years?  Does it have
anything to do with the kind of marketing (of himself and his company) that has been done, including SEO on the search tools, which

got his page ranking up on the top?? 
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